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Open Source Security Podcast: Episode 80 - GPS tracking and jamming [2]

How to add a repository on your Linux machine [3]

Modify SVG using GSVGtk: First Repor [4]

GSVGtk is a library to provide GTK+ widgets you can use to access SVG files. It is powered
by GSVG, in a way it can access each shape and its properties using a GObject API based on
W3C SVG 1.1 specification.
Currently, GSVGtk uses Clutter to encapsulate SVG shapes, render them inside Clutter
Actors, through librsvg, and maps events to source SVG in order to eventually modify original
definitions, like its position.
In the following video, you can see GSVGtk?s Container based on Clutter, loading an SVG
file, take some shapes from it to show on the scene.

logo.png for default avatar for GitLab repos [5]

I added a logo.png to GNOME Tweaks at GNOME and it automatically showed up in Salsa
when I imported the new version.

What?s New in Peppermint OS 8 Respin [6]

Peppermint OS 8 respin is the latest release of Peppermint OS Linux Distribution. This release
based on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS (Xenial Xerus), powered by linux kernel 4.10 series, using LXDE
desktop environment with new ?Pepirus? xfwm4, GTK+ and icon themes. Also, brings 64 bit
and 32 bit installation images. The 64 bit release provides complete support for UEFI systems
and secure boot.

Imagine the world's biggest Kanban / Scrumboard [7]

Imagine a Kanban board that could aggregate issues from multiple backends, including your
CalDAV task list, Bugzilla systems (Fedora, Mozilla, GNOME communities), Github issue
lists and the Debian Bug Tracking System, visualize them together and coordinate your
upstream fixes and packaging fixes in a single sprint.
[...]
If you'd like to see this or any of the other proposed projects go ahead, you don't need to be a
Debian Developer to suggest ideas, refer a student or be a co-mentor. Many of our projects
have relevance in multiple communities. Feel free to get in touch with us through the debianoutreach mailing list.
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